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SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS

OF THE ILLINOIS OIL INDUSTRY

W. H. Voskuil and Hubert E. Risser

ABSTRACT

The 75 to 80 million barrels of crude oil produced annually

in Illinois contribute significantly to income and employment with-

in the state. Payment of royalties, wages and salaries, purchase

of supplies and equipment, and payments for contract services pro-

vide a substantial economic stimulus to the oil producing districts.

Refineries in Illinois and surrounding states process crude oil into

refined products to serve industrial, transportation, and household

needs within a broad Upper Mississippi Valley market area. Much
of the oil processed in these refineries comes from the western and

southwestern United States, while most of Illinois crude oil moves
eastward to other refinery districts.

ILLINOIS CRUDE OIL'S CONTRIBUTION TO INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT

Crude oil, estimated at 2.384 billion barrels and having an estimated value

of 4.869 billion dollars, has been obtained from the oil fields of Illinois during the

period from the 1880 's through 1962. More than 82 percent of this oil and 88 percent

of the value have occurred since 1937 when major production began in the Illinois Basin

The production of crude oil has contributed inestimably to the economy of the

state of Illinois and even more significantly to those counties in which the production

occurred. Payments for royalties, wages, salaries, supplies and materials, and con-

tract services as well as capital investments, pump millions of dollars into the oil

producing regions each year. The full impact of this income upon the economies of

the counties and of the state cannot be accurately measured, for in addition to direct

income payments by the industry multiplying effects of the expenditure of this income

upon the level of business activity and tax collections must be considered also.

Table 1 shows the annual production of crude oil in Illinois, the value of to-

tal production, and the average value per barrel; United States production and value

per barrel also are shown. The quantity of oil runs to stills and receipts at refin-

eries operating within Illinois are given also. These refineries process each year

about l\ times the quantity of oil produced in Illinois. In general, however, only

about a third of the crude oil produced in Illinois is refined within the state. The
remainder moves eastward to find its way into refineries in Indiana, Ohio, Pennsyl-

vania, New York, Michigan, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Meanwhile, about 175 mil-

lion barrels of crude oil move into Illinois from the west and southwest for process-

ing each year.
\5
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TABLE 1 - UNITED STATES AND ILLINOIS PRODUCTION, AND AVERAGE VALUE PER

BARREL OF CRUDE OIL PRODUCED, 1931-1961
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In table 2 are shown the estimated total production of crude oil in Illinois

counties since 1888, estimated production and value of oil output over the past

ten years, and salient statistics on the Illinois oil industry in 1958, including

county production, value, employment, and payroll data. Data for the years after

19 58 are not available. Direct personal income from royalties (normally one-eighth

of the oil production value at the wellhead) and from wages and salaries amounted
to about 62 million dollars for 1958. Estimates for each county can be obtained

from table 2.

Table 3 gives the reported expenditures for various items and for capital

investments during 19 58. It may be noted that in addition to salaries and wages
a significant portion of the money was spent for items that were procured, at

least in part, from local sources and thus contributed further to the local economies

STRUCTURE OF THE ILLINOIS -INDIANA OIL INDUSTRY

The oil industry in Illinois is engaged in discovering, producing, refining,

transporting, and marketing crude oil and oil products in the Upper Mississippi
Valley. Of major significance to these diverse functions are the group of refineries

in the Illinois-Indiana area in Chicago, the refineries of the Wood River area, and

those located in the southeast Illinois-southwest Indiana district. Refineries

assemble crude oil supplies locally and by pipe line from the midcontinent and

mountain states. By tank car, barge, and products pipe line, refined oils are

distributed to markets in Illinois, Indiana, and adjacent states, including Wis-
consin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri.

Sources of Crude Petroleum for Refineries in Illinois and Indiana

Refineries in Illinois and Indiana receive about 10 percent of their crude

oil supplies from producing fields in these states and the remainder from the gulf

coast, midcontinent, and Rocky Mountain fields.

Sources and quantities of crude petroleum in 1960, 1961, and the average

quantities for the five-year period, 19 56-1960, are presented in table 1. This

table indicates that shipments from Colorado, Kansas, North Dakota, and New
Mexico have shown significant increases, while shipments from Oklahoma have
remained stationary and those from Texas have declined.

Outgoing Illinois and Indiana Crude Oil Shipments

The U. S. Bureau of Mines reported production of crude oil in Illinois and
Indiana as follows:

(thousands of barrels)

Illinois Indiana Total

1960 77,341 12,054 89.395
1961 76,818 11,500 88,318
1956-60 average 79,054 11,837 90,891

A considerable portion of this crude petroleum was shipped to refineries in Ohio,

Pennsylvania, and other eastern states. The relative importance of eastward

shipments is shown in table 5.
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Refinery Location and Capacity

Refineries in Indiana are grouped with those in Illinois since both groups
serve the same general market. The location, number, and daily capacity of refin-

eries in 19 62 are shown in table 6.

Also shown in table 6 are the locations, number, and capacities of other re-

fineries in the market area or closely adjacent to it. Especially important in the

latter group are the twelve refineries, with aggregate capacity of 163,739 barrels of

crude per day, operating in Michigan and the two refineries, with a combined capa-
city of 130,000 barrels per day, operating near Kansas City.

THE OIL MARKET

The relation of an oil market area to its source or sources of supply is dif-

ficult to delineate because data available on the consumption of oil products by
states give no reference to the refineries from which they come. The Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley area (Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri)

was selected for analysis because it constitutes the major market for Illinois and
Indiana refined products, and this area probably fills the bulk of its requirements
from Illinois and Indiana.

The strategic geographic positions of the Illinois-Indiana refining districts

as suppliers of the Upper Mississippi Valley market are indicated in table 6. How-
ever, competion also is present from refineries on the periphery of the market area

and from products pipe lines entering the area from more distant sources. The prin-

cipal pipe lines involved are those of the Great Lakes Pipe Line Co., Cherokee Pipe

Line Co., and Phillips Petroleum Company. Finally, oil products are barged into

the area from refineries on the lower Mississippi River.

Consumption of Oil Products

The six- state oil fuels market shown in table 7 represents about 16 percent

of the national total and in recent years has been divided among the principal pro-

ducts in quantities as shown.
Distribution of oil by states and products for 1959 through 1961 and the aver-

age for the period 1956 to 1960 also are shown.
Refining of crude petroleum results in a number of products varying from the

highly volatile gasoline-the fuel of the small internal combustion engine-to the

heavy residual fuel oil. The refinery classification of products based on ascending
degrees of viscosity is gasoline, kerosene, distillate, and residual fuel oil.

Although there is a degree of overlapping of services among these fuels, each
has a particular function in the energy market.

Table 8 shows the heat content of the major fuels, including the four oil-

derived fuels. Consumption of gasoline, kerosene, distillate, and residual fuel oil

in the six state area is in table 9. The differential growth rates among these fuels

arises from distinctive competitive conditions within each group.

Gasoline

Consumption of gasoline, used primarily as a fuel for automobiles, from

1950 to 1961 inclusive is shown in table 9 by states. In this 11 -year period the
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TABLE 3 - REPORTED EXPENDITURES IN OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION IN ILLINOIS, 1958

Item of expenditure

Principal expenses

Wages of production and development workers

Salaries of all other employees

Supplies and materials

Gas purchased for gas lift and repressuring

Fuel purchased

Electric energy purchased

Contract work

Capital expenditures

Development and exploration of mineral properties

Buildings, machinery, and equipment

$ 76,895,000

21,312,000

6,869,000

18,160,000

135,000

2,686,000

3,992,000

23,741,000

$ 26,549,000

11,064,000

15,485,000

Source: 1958 Census of Mineral Industries, Volume I, Summary and Industry Statistics,
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1961, p. 13B-23.

TABLE 4 - SOURCE OF CRUDE OIL FOR ILLINOIS-INDIANA REFINERIES,
(thousands of barrels)

1961, 1960, AND 1956-60 AVERAGE
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TABLE 5 - OUTGOING SHIPMENTS OF ILLINOIS AND INDIANA CRUDE PETROLEUM
(thousands of barrels)

Destination
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TABLE 7 - CONSUMPTION OF REFINED PRODUCTS IN THE SIX STATE AREA,

1961, 1960, 1959, and 1956-60 AVERAGE
(thousands of barrels)

State
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average annual growth in gasoline consumption was 4.1 percent, but since 1957

distinct signs of a declining rate are appearing. This has been attributed to the

introduction of compact cars, but other factors not presently discernible also may
be contributing factors.

Kerosene

Kerosene consumption shows small gains only. Kerosene is used as a range

oil, space heater, tractor fuel, and as a furnace oil for cc:ain types of furnaces.

Distillate

Distillate fuel has shown the greatest increase among the liquid fuels in

the six state area. The principal outlet for distillate is in domestic and commer-
cial heating. The post-war history of distillate fuel use has been that of a replace-

ment of coal for domestic and commercial heating. This is shown in the large in-

creases of fuel consumption each year until about 1957. Displacement of oil heat-

ing by natural gas is the factor now significantly affecting heating oil sales ad-

versely. Minor quantities of distillate fuel oil are used by power plants, manufac-
turing industries, and armed forces.

Diesel fuel is drawn from both the kerosene and distillate groups and is

used mainly in railroad locomotives and in lake and ocean vessels and river barge

tows. However, it is also used in diesel trucks and tractors.

Residual

Residual fuel oil, a product that usually sells for less than the price of

crude oil at refineries, competes directly with coal and natural gas for heavy fuel

uses. Since it cannot be moved by pipe line, distribution depends primarily on

cheap water transport and limited tank-car movements. Consumption of residual

fuel oil increased very slowly in the decade from 1950 to 1961. Seventy percent

or more of the sales of residual fuel oil consumed in the six state area is in the

states of Illinois and Indiana near refinery locations and in heavily industrialized

areas. Although imports of residual fuel oil into the United States were placed

under mandatory oil import regulations in April 19 59, by Presidential Proclamation

No. 3279, it is doubtful if this had effect in the six state area. Residual fuel oil

prices here must meet the effective competition of nearby coal, which is efficiently

produced and delivered to markets.

FUEL AND ENERGY IN INDUSTRY

Within industry the range of fuel requirements is so wide that a correspond-

ingly wide variety of fuels is needed to meet them. In the power-using industries,

the many kinds of engines call for fuels in various specialized forms. In industries

where fuel is used only to provide heat a substitution often can be made.
A general classification of fuel-using industries is shown below.

CLASSIFICATION OF FUEL USING INDUSTRIES

SMELTING AND REFINING

MANUFACTURING - power-using industries including mobile units; heat-using

industries
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TABLE 8 - HEAT CONTENT OF FUELS

Item Unit

Bituminous Coal

Anthracite
Crude oil

Natural gas:

Before treatment
After treatment

Natural gasoline
Coke-oven and manufactured gas products:

Coke
Gas
Tar
Light oils

Refinery products:
Motor fuel

Kerosene • •

Diesel and gas oil

Residual fuel oil

Coke
Lubes
Wax
Asphalt
Road oil

Shale:
Ore. . o

Oil

Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines, Information Circular 7582,

Supplies, 1939, 1947, 1965, Table 19, p. 32, 1950

BTU's per unit

ton
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ELECTRIC UTILITIES

TRANSPORTATION - rail, highway (truck, bus and automobile), airtransport,
water transport

AGRICULTURE - mobile tractor power, electric power

CONSTRUCTION - mobile earth moving equipment, portable electrical equipment,
trucks and industrial tractors

MINING - earth-moving equipment, mine locomotives, hoisting equipment,
mechanical mining equipment, ventilation equipment

In supplying heat or power to the several industries under each of the cate-
gories in this classification, each fuel is selected with two general considerations in

mind. Technology sets the limits within which one fuel can be substituted for anoth-

er. Comparative cost is the selective mechanism by which one out of several pos-

sible fuels is chosen.
Table 10 shows the quantity (in coal equivalent) and cost of fuels used in

manufacturing industries within the six state area for the years 1947, 1954, and
1958. Detailed data on quantities and costs of the several fuels are available from

census reports in these years. Oil fuels represent about 10 percent of the total fuel

contribution and 17. 19 percent of the cost. Although fuel oil costs are considerably
above coal or natural gas, other factors favor the use of oil as a fuel in certain in-

dustries or industrial operations.

Comparative costs of coal, coke, fuel oil, and gas, used in the primary

metal industries in 1954, were reported at 26, 61, 52 and 35 cents per million BTU,
respectively (see Circular 259, Illinois Geological Survey, p. 16).

The blast furnace, the largest single user of fuel among the manufacturing
industries, depends almost exclusively at present upon coke, the specially pre-

pared fuel obtained from coal. It accounts for about 30 percent of all fuel energy
used by manufacturing industries within the United States. Recent experiments in-

dicate that the addition of oil, natural gas, or coal to the blast furnace can effect a

saving in the amount of costly coke consumed. These experiments have not yet af-

fected appreciably the demand for oil products but may provide a market in the fu-

ture. In most other manufacturing activities, oil fuels or gas can meet the fuel re-

quirements as well as coal, and comparative cost or convenience in use is the gov-
erning factor.

In electric-power production, oil fuel contributes about one percent of the

total. Coal dominates and will continue to dominate the electric utility market be-

cause of its lower cost. The extent to which natural gas is used in this industry is

primarily the result of a special rate on gas obtained under an industrial interruptible

contract.

The introduction of the Diesel locomotive in 1940 effected a gradual but meas-
urable change in type of fuel consumption by railroads as shown in table 11 . Coal
consumption decreased from a peak of 139 million tons in 1944 to 2 . 1 million tons in

1960; fuel oil declined from a peak of 116 million barrels in 1933 to 5.6 million bar-

rels in 1959. Meanwhile, diesel fuel consumption climbed from 41 million gallons in

1940 to 3,759 million gallons in 1960. Annual increase in consumption was rapid un-

til 1955 after which year railroad fuel consumption stabilized at about 3,600 million

gallons per year. In short, the introduction of the diesel locomotive has brought

about a virtual displacement of coal as a fuel and replaced it almost exclusively with

distillate. Future increases in consumption of distillate will be very modest.
Quantities of oil fuels used in the agricultural, construction, and mining

industries are difficult to estimate.
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TABLE 10 - FUELS AND MANUFACTURING - SIX STATE AREA 1947, 1954, and 1958
(thousands)

*Fuel Oil: 4.400 BBL = 1 ton of coal.
Source: Census of Manufactures, U. S,
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